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It was sold in the U. It was the first flagship sedan sold under the Acura nameplate, until being
renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. The opportunity for Japanese manufacturers to export more
expensive models had arisen with the s voluntary export restraints , negotiated by the Japanese
government and U. Honda introduced the model in Japan on October 22, , to be their premier
luxury model, and in North America for the model year, as the top of the line model for its
then-new Acura lineup. Sedans received the new engine for The Legend was the first production
Honda vehicle to offer a V6 engine. The Rover Company had a long established reputation as a
luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated with the Rover P6 , and Honda
wanted to introduce a luxury car for both domestic Japanese and the United States markets.
The joint development produced the Legend and the corresponding British version was the
Rover series , which was badged under the Sterling brand in the United States and competed
with the Legend. Rover also wanted to return to the American market when they had reportedly
sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling. Sedan
models had a drag coefficient of 0. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly
established luxury car division just for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising
slogan "Precision Crafted Performance", and the Legend was offered with one factory installed
option, the choice of transmission used, and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the Legend's
full name used was "Legend Touring Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical in luxury
content to the Japanese market V6Zi, but was identical in size and the longer overall length of
the top level V6Xi to comply with United States crash standards, using the larger 2. The
Technics supplied 80W four speaker cassette tape stereo offered four user programmable
equalizer settings, and was equipped with a dual diversity antenna, meaning it had a
conventional extendable power antenna and an embedded antenna in the rear window. One of
the novelty items was a simple volume control rocker switch and a pre-set radio station channel
selector installed on the instrument binnacle within reach of the right hand; the opposite side of
the instrument binnacle had a button to open, tilt or close the standard equipped glass
moonroof with sun shade. Blue interior was shared with Japan and North America, but brown
was not offered in North America, and "sand gray" was offered instead. Exterior colors were
matched to only one interior color choice and leather was not offered. Due to the success
Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for the Subaru Legacy with which it
shares many visual resemblances and dimensions both inside and out. In late for the model
year, the sedan received some minor tweaks, upgrading to the one-piece front headlamps
already in use in Japan since the introduction, a revised front bumper, trunk lid, tail light
cluster, and an upgraded double-wishbone rear suspension, with a new alloy wheel appearance.
By that time all Legends came equipped with a Honda-designed 4-wheel anti-lock brake system.
Other features such as power driver's seat memory for 3 positions were added. High-end LS
models featured a driver's-side airbag, trip computer, electronic vehicle monitoring system in
the center console and a Bose sound system. It was also joined by the Acura Vigor which set
the stage for the larger second generation Legend introduced October For the model year, all
Legends came with body-colored side mirrors. LS model coupes also received a trunk-mounted
lip spoiler. All LS models featured burlwood interior trim. Production of the first generation
models ended in as a second generation version became available for the model year. Both cars
share the 2. The core structure and chassis design is also common to both cars, however the
Rover version has its own exterior panelwork, interior and electrical systems. The Rover was
also offered with a 2. In Japan only, Honda installed a turbocharger with variable geometry in
the Legend with the smaller 2. The second generation Legend was a larger, more
streamlined-looking car drag coefficients were actually higher at 0. The design was referred to
as a "fuselage" shape, and had rear-wheel drive proportions which were possible thanks to the
use of a longitudinally mounted engine; unusual for front-wheel-drive automobiles. The rear end
appearance of the sedan was adopted from the first generation Legend coupe and Honda also
wanted to visually align the appearance of both the Legend coupe and sedan to the Acura NSX.
The segment the Legend originally filled was now being served by the Acura Vigor which
allowed the Legend to position itself more towards the rear drive Lexus LS and the Infiniti Q45
sedans. For and the Legend sedan was available in 'base', 'L', and 'LS' trims; the coupe
remained available in L and LS through its entire run. The higher-end LS cars added automatic
climate control, a power four-way passenger seat, burled walnut interior trim, and body colored
side moldings. To reach the higher output, the Type II engine has bigger intake valves, a higher
lift camshaft, and an exhaust with freer flow. This was the only six-speed sedan offered. Added
for was the limited-production 'SE' sedan, which was essentially a Legend 'L' with a two-tone
paint scheme, pre 15" 7-spoke 'LS' coupe wheels, "Special Edition" floor mats, and an
automatic transmission. The Japan Domestic Market version of the Legend second generation
was the second vehicle offered with a navigation system electro Gyrocator. The tooling and

intellectual property rights of the second generation Legend were licensed to Daewoo Motors of
South Korea , where a clone of the Legend sedan, called the Daewoo Arcadia , was produced
from to During this period, Honda also held a small stake in Daewoo Motors. The Legend was a
very successful vehicle to launch Acura as a separate division, and combined with sales of the
Integra this resulted in Acura outselling longtime luxury marques BMW and Mercedes-Benz as
well as Toyota's new luxury division Lexus. Nonetheless Honda executives felt that the Legend
nameplate was overshadowing the Acura marque in the United States, plus other luxury
marques like Mercedes-Benz and BMW used alphanumeric designations, hence the
third-generation Legend sedan would be badged as the RL for North America. It can be said that
the renaming of the Legend to the RL, as well as Honda's refusal to adopt a front-engine
rear-wheel drive layout which typify the more expensive luxury cars, had hurt sales of the RL
and other Acura passenger cars. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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media related to Acura Legend. Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive
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exclusive to China. Vehicles exclusive to the United States. The Honda Legend is a V6 engine
executive car produced by Honda since which currently serves as its flagship vehicle. The
introduction of the Legend also coincided with the launch of a new dealership sales channel in
Japan, called Honda Clio. The Rover Company had a long established reputation as a luxury car
maker in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated with the Rover P5 and Rover P6 , and
Honda wanted to introduce a luxury car for the Japanese, European and North American
markets. Rover also wanted to return to the American market when previously they had
reportedly sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling
which was also a result of the ARG-Honda partnership. Design work concluded on the Legend
in , with a design patent being filed on September 27, at the Japan Patent Office under
application number and registered on September 19, under patent number In , Honda had
introduced a luxury level version of the Accord, called the Honda Vigor , but realized that they
needed to manufacture a larger, more exclusive sedan with similar dimensions to the Crown,
Luce, Cedric and Gloria. When the Legend was introduced worldwide, the optional equipment
list was minimal as commonly identified equipment regarded as luxury in nature was included
as standard equipment, leaving the only option the choice between a manual or automatic
transmission. The major mechanical difference between the Legend and the Toyota, Mazda and
Nissan sedans was that the Legend was front-wheel drive, which Honda stated was "quite
simply the most logical means to the ends the engineers desired: a true luxury car with a low,
aerodynamic hood; a spacious interior with a nearly flat floor, and the superior traction that
results from placing the engine and drivetrain transversely over the drive wheels. Efforts to
minimize torque steer were achieved by the half shafts and the angles of the joints at the ends
of those shafts being equalized, helping the Legend to accelerate in a straight line. The
Japanese-spec Legend was offered in three trim levels; the V6Xi with the 2. The V6Gi had the
same level of equipment and luxury features as the V6Xi, whereas the V6Zi had reduced content
and a lower price. The V6 engines were available with electronic, multi-port sequential fuel
injection Honda called Programmed Fuel Injection, or PGM-FI and a variable length intake
manifold on the smaller 2. The larger 2. Transmission selections were either a four-speed
automatic transaxle with a computer controlled lockup torque converter , or a five-speed
manual transaxle. In order for the sedan to comply with Japanese vehicle size requirements and
reduced tax liability, the car with the 2. The slightly smaller body style also allowed the Legend
to compete with the upscale Toyota Cresta and Chaser and the Nissan Laurel. The Legend
offered many Honda "firsts", such as a driver side airbag, vehicle speed sensitive power assist
rack and pinon steering, anti-lock brakes, seat belt pre-tensioners with Emergency Locking
Retractors called E. The Legend was introduced with a double wishbone suspension for the
front wheels, and a modified Chapman strut with trailing arm rear suspension Honda called "RF
Reduced Friction Strut Rear Suspension" with progressive rate rear coil springs that stiffen as
they compress to combine smooth ride and good handling. The rear coil spring was separate

from the strut and positioned so that vertical pressure was supported by the lower control arm.
The term Reduced Friction referred to the minimizing of forces that create friction in the shock
absorbers , providing more efficient damping for the full suspension stroke. The rear
suspension was upgraded to double wishbone starting with the model year worldwide. In
October , Honda upgraded the C20A V6 engine used exclusively in the KA5 series Legend with a
variable geometry turbocharger , calling it the "Wing Turbo" in a Japanese TV commercial to
address the modest power available from the previous engine with variable length intake
manifold used in earlier models. The turbocharger compressor housing had four vanes made
from heat resistant Inconel alloy surrounding the turbine wheel on the inlet side of it that would
fluctuate based on engine load and transmission gearing above 2, rpm to allow for increased
airflow into the engine as needed. The turbo compressor could generate as much as millimetres
of mercury 8. According to an excerpt of Automotive Engineering in January , "The movable
wings are positive pressure- and vacuum-operated, their angle changes are controlled by an
eight-bit kilobyte computer that also manages fuel injection. Positive pressure to the wing
actuator is supplied by the turbo's supercharge pressure, controlled by a frequency solenoid
valve, and negative pressure is generated by intake vacuum and accumulated in a reservoir
which is also solenoid controlled. The CPU is fed signals including boost pressure, intake
temperature, coolant temperature, throttle opening, engine rpm , and vehicle speed. The Wing
Turbo is not fitted with a conventional wastegate. On idling and steady-state cruising that do
not require supercharging, the movable flagsâ€”or wingsâ€”which are fully opened, allow
exhaust gas to enter the enlarged nozzle area and pass through the turbine smoothly with little
resistance. At the beginning of full acceleration, the wings close fully, reducing the nozzle area
through which accelerated gas enters and strikes the turbine blades forcefully, gaining boost
quickly. When maximum boost is obtained, the movable wings begin to close gradually, until
the vehicle reaches a desired cruising velocity whereby the wings open fully. The nozzle area
varies continuously according to operating and load conditions. The turbo was installed just
above the automatic transmission unit; a manual transmission was not offered. This engine was
only offered in Japan using the more compact sedan body style, labeled as "2. The engine was
used for just two years, due to the introduction of the second generation Legend in with the
much larger C32A V6, and as such Wing Turbo sedans are extremely rare. The Honda Legend
was introduced for the model year and was virtually identical in equipment offered and vehicle
dimensions to the North American model, with one trim designation called the V This means
very few options were available other than the choice of transmission, and an air conditioning
system identical to the North American version. Front and rear mud flaps were standard in
undisclosed countries but not all. The radio volume control rocker switch and preset radio scan
button installed on the instrument binnacle was not offered. The Legend Coupe was introduced
February 6, , with a larger displacement 2. Incidentally, the Japanese coupe was both longer and
wider, which increased its tax liability, yet it had a shorter wheelbase by 2. October 14, saw a
minor restyle offered for the interior and dashboard, to provide a more luxurious appearance in
comparison to the Nissan and Toyota uplevel sedans the Legend was competing with. Due to
the success Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for many vehicles from
multiple manufacturers, including the Subaru Legacy with which it shares many visual
resemblances and dimensions both inside and out. The Rover was not updated to the new
platform, and instead continued with the old XX platform. In Japan, this Legend was also known
as the "Super Legend" due to the much larger 3. This Legend benefited from much of the
research and testing done for Honda's new mid-engined high performance sports car, the
Honda NSX , and the Legend was used as a test platform for new NSX technologies and
research. Honda introduced a passenger side airbag on this model, and used off-set collision
testing to improve collision performance and safety. Trim level designations were changed to
"Alpha" for the top level vehicle, and "Beta" for the lower grade. No other trim levels were
offered. The customer base served by the slightly smaller first generation Legend was now
offered the completely revised CB5 series Honda Vigor and Honda Inspire sold at different
Japanese Honda retail sales locations Honda Clio and Honda Verno. The business practice of
offering the previous generation Legend in two sizes so that it could comply with Japanese
dimension and engine displacement regulations was ceded to the Inspire and Vigor, where both
vehicles were offered in two versions so as to comply with the regulations, and offer Japanese
buyers with more choices. The installation of the larger 3. The Japanese Domestic Market
version of the Legend second generation was the second vehicle offered with a navigation
system called the Electro Gyrocator first being the Honda Accord and Vigor , although it was
not satellite-based and instead relied on a gas gyroscope Inertial navigation system. September
29, saw an upgrade to the "Alpha" trim level, called the Touring Series, which added the Honda
Progressive Damper suspension system, and included upgraded calipers for the front and rear

disc brakes, and increased the wheel size to 16 inches. A Luxman premium sound system was
added to the options list. The prefectural police department of Aomori used "Beta" sedans with
the Type II engine for traffic monitoring. It was named for the region in Greece called Arcadia , a
region regarded in Greek mythology as a utopian garden. During this period, Honda had a loose
alliance with Daewoo, and the Arcadia was larger than Hyundai Grandeur and Kia Potentia
competitors. Daewoo Motors GM Korea's predecessor sold more than vehicles. In , Japan's
Honda and technology partnership with Daewoo, the Arcadia was essentially the base level
Legend. At the time of the Arcadia's introduction, it was the largest engine, with a horsepower
V6 3. ABS, dual airbags, safety belt pre-tensioners, and the most advanced car safety features
at the time, commensurate with a focus on protecting the passengers. Some of the features
included driver's seat position memory function and front heated seats, push-button door
opening and closing devices, automatic climate control air conditioning. After the acquisition of
SsangYong and Daewoo Motors, Daewoo cars entered with the Daewoo Chairman and
remaining stock of Arcadia sedans were reduced in price, with the Arcadia ending production in
December of that year. The third generation Legend appeared on October 26, , continuing the
Honda tradition of front-wheel drive, and increasing the engine displacement to 3. The actual
Honda internal platform code for this vehicle is E-KA9. The Legend also had very similar
dimensions to the front-wheel drive, V8 sedan Mitsubishi Proudia which was sold only in Japan.
The trim level "Exclusive" returned as the upper level car, with the standard grade vehicle
known as "Euro", with the more performance tuned suspension. The wood trim used was more
upscale for the "Exclusive" vehicle with a lower grade wood used on the "Euro". Both vehicles
were very well equipped. Honda's internet-based navigation system Internavi was introduced
with this generation on Japanese domestic vehicles. The Luxman premium sound system was
still available. The styling was said to more closely resemble the Mercedes-Benz E-Class and a
transponder key security system was offered. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also
known as pollen filters were installed as standard equipment and are located behind the glove
compartment internationally. September 21, saw a minor styling change, with the front grille
cutting into the front bumper, providing a more prominent front grille. Emphasis was increased
on providing a luxurious sense of style, both inside and out. Side impact airbags now
complemented the dual front airbags as standard equipment. The steering wheel can be
automatically adjusted based on the position of the driver's seat, thereby optimizing a safe
distance between the driver and the airbag installed in the steering wheel. September 24, saw
the engine meet emission regulations to comply with California LEV requirements. June 19, saw
the interior updated, and maple wood was offered for interior decoration. Electro-luminescent
instruments were offered, as well as a higher grade of leather interior. The third-generation
model was offered as a sedan only. A mid-term facelift came in The Legend went on sale in
Australia starting with the model year. In the U. The swoopier, shorter fourth-generation Honda
Legend was launched on October 7, and became Japan's Car of the Year for â€”, marking the
fourth time in five years that Honda has taken the award. Its reduced dimensions over the third
generation model seem to suggest a return to what made the Legend so popular with the first
generation, being a top level sedan that offered something different from its competitors. The
model marks the 25th anniversary of Honda Legend production. Due to continuous product
improvement efforts over past generations, the series CP3 North American Honda Accord
Honda Inspire in some markets shares wheelbase, length, width and engine displacement
almost exactly with this generation Legend, with a reduced price in many international markets.
The Legend does have a higher level of standard features and optional equipment but not by
much. Select-Shift was introduced on the 5-speed automatic transmission. The newly designed
J35A 3. In a move echoing the many "firsts" introduced by the first generation Legend, the
horsepower no longer complied with the self-imposed horsepower restrictions of the Japanese
auto industry. Perhaps to accommodate the all-wheel drive setup, the engine was reoriented
from a longitudinal installation used since , to a transverse installation, which was the original
orientation of the first generation model. Plans to introduce the Acura brand in Japan haven't
been formally announced, relying on speculation. September 15, saw a mild body restyle, which
included a rear backup camera. The Akita and Kumamoto Prefectures adopted this Legend as
the official car for local senior government officials. The LKAS could actually make small
steering adjustments to keep a car in lane so long as the radius of the turn was more than
meters, which was the legal minimum in Japan. The LKAS would relinquish control at the
slightest steering input so the driver had control at all times. Intelligent Night Vision with the
world's first pedestrian detection feature, and a standard pop-up hood for pedestrian safety.
The infrared cameras do not require a light source, and the software is able to detect human like
figures, surround the image with a red box and give audible caution tones. The pop-up hood
uses a series of sensors that can detect a pedestrian-like object being thrown onto the hood. All

markets feature energy absorbing hood and fender supports and deformable windshield wiper
pivots to minimize pedestrian injury. Honda's internet-based navigation system Internavi is
standard equipment on Japanese domestic vehicles. In October , it is reported that Brake Defect
from Honda Legend were delivered to customers before the problem is discovered. Honda says
that it doesn't know how many of its vehicles have suffered a faulty brake system. The U. Honda
outfit says it will replace the faulty seal and, if leaking has occurred, the brake booster will be
replaced as well. Honda told that no stop-sale is issued. The car also garnered a CNET. While
critically acclaimed, sales have not met expectations. Enthusiasts and dealers said that the RL
was not competitive because it is smaller, uses front-wheel drive, and lacks a V8 option,
compared to its larger rivals in the mid-luxury segment that are rear-wheel drive and have a V8
available. Some have suggested that the initial price of the RL is perceived to be out of its
bracket. As the new RL offered more features and performance than the base version of its
luxury competitors i. At the RL's price point, most consumers expected a V8, furthermore they
did not perceive Acura as being on par with its German rivals and expected more value from the
Japanese marque. The damage from Honda Japan's alleged hubris was done, perhaps giving
the RL an unfavorable impression that could not be removed, even though Honda Canada has
since reduced the RL's price. The facelifted model was unveiled in Japan on October 2, and
launched at the Tokyo Motor Show on October 27, It is currently available in Japan. The front
fascia of the facelifted model is based from the facelifted RLX. From Wikipedia, the free
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SUV. Acura RL present Acura Legend The Honda Legend is a mid-size luxury car made by the
Japanese automaker Honda. When the Legend made its appearance into the market, rival
companies in Europe, Japan and North America took notice, and quickly introduced or revised
products that could be compared to it. Toyota began development in with the F1 project, the
code name for a secret flagship sedan effort that became the Lexus LS, and Nissan updated
their premium flagship the President initially introduced in , and offered the new President in
North America as the Infiniti Q In , Mitsubishi completely redesigned its flagship sedan, the
Mitsubishi Debonair introduced in , and shared the new Debonair with South Korean
manufacturer Hyundai, introducing the Hyundai Grandeur, and in the Mitsubishi Diamante
joined the Debonair. It was the model which launched Honda's upscale Acura brand in the
United States. Honda was inspired by the word "legend" to create the first Honda vehicle with a
V6. The first and second-generation Honda Legend was known as the Acura Legend in North
American markets from â€”, and in the third-generation was renamed as the Acura RL, while the
Legend name is still used in Japan and other markets. The Legend hardtop coupe was
introduced to compete with the Nissan Leopard coupe, the Toyota Soarer, and Mazda Cosmo
and shared many mechanicals with the Rover coupe. There is speculation that Honda has
developed both a V8 and V10 engine used in racing models, but no decision has been made to
actually install any engine larger than a V6 into the Honda flagship as of yet. The Rover
Company had a long established reputation as a luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe,
demonstrated with the Rover P5 and Rover P6, and Honda wanted to introduce a luxury car for
domestic Japanese and both the European and North American markets. Rover also wanted to

return to the American market when previously they had reportedly sold only 1, cars in , and a
brief return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling which was also a result of the
ARG-Honda partnership. US-market Legends were built in Japan. When the Legend was
introduced worldwide, the optional equipment list was very minimal as commonly identified
equipment regarded as luxury in nature was included as standard equipment, leaving the only
option the choice between a manual or automatic transmission. The major mechanical
difference between the Legend and the Toyota and Nissan sedans was that the Legend was
front wheel drive, which Honda stated was "quite simply the most logical means to the ends the
engineers desired: a true luxury car with a low, aerodynamic hood; a spacious interior with a
nearly flat floor, and the superior traction that results from placing the engine and drivetrain
transversely over the drive wheels. The ride was engineered to appeal towards the luxury car
market and not necessarily towards the performance market, and the front to rear weight
distribution ratio reflected this goal. Efforts to minimize torque steer were achieved by the half
shafts and the angles of the joints at the ends of those shafts being equalized, helping the
Legend to accelerate in a straight line. The Japanese-spec Legend was offered with three trim
levels; the V6Xi with the 2. The V6Gi had the same level of equipment and luxury features as the
V6Xi, whereas the V6Zi had reduced content and a lower price. The V6 engines were available
with electronic, multi-port sequential fuel injection Honda called Programmed Fuel Injection, or
PGM-FI and a variable length intake manifold on the smaller 2. The engine was upgraded to the
C27A 2. Transmission selections were either a four speed automatic transaxle with a computer
controlled lockup torque converter, or a five speed manual transaxle. In order for the sedan to
comply with Japanese vehicle size requirements and reduced tax liability, the car with the 2. The
slightly smaller bodystyle also allowed the Legend to compete with the upscale Toyota Cresta
and Chaser and the Nissan Laurel. The Legend offered many Honda "firsts", such as a driver
side airbag, vehicle speed sensitive power assist rack and pinon steering, anti-lock brakes, seat
belt pre-tensioners with Emergency Locking Retractors called E. The Legend was introduced
with a double wishbone suspension for the front wheels, and a modified Chapman strut with
trailing arm rear suspension Honda called "RF Reduced Friction Strut Rear Suspension" with
progressive rate rear coil springs that stiffen as they compress to combine smooth ride and
good handling. The rear coil spring was separate from the strut and positioned so that vertical
pressure was supported by the lower control arm. The term Reduced Friction referred to the
minimizing of forces that create friction in the shock absorbers, providing more efficient
damping for the full suspension stroke. The rear suspension was upgraded to double wishbone
starting with the model year worldwide. In , Honda upgraded the C20A V6 engine used
exclusively in the KA5 series Legend with a variable geometry turbocharger calling it the "Wing
Turbo" Japanese TV commercial to address the modest power available from the previous
engine with variable length intake manifold used in earlier models. The turbocharger
compressor housing had four vanes made from heat resistant Inconel alloy surrounding the
turbine wheel on the air intake side that would fluxuate based on engine load and transmission
gearing above 2, RPM to allow for increased airflow into the engine as needed. The turbo
compressor could generate as much as millimetres of mercury 8. According to an excerpt
originally printed by Automotive Engineering dated January "The movable wings are positive
pressure- and vacuum-operated, their angle changes are controlled by an eight-bit kilo byte
computer that also manages fuel injection. Positive pressure to the wing actuator is supplied by
the turbo's supercharge pressure, controlled by a frequency solenoid valve, and negative
pressure is generated by intake vacuum and accumulated in a reservoir which is also solenoid
controlled. The CPU is fed signals including boost pressure, intake temperature, coolant
temperature, throttle opening, engine rpm, and vehicle speed. The Wing Turbo is not fitted with
a conventional wastegate. On idling and steady-state cruising that do not require
supercharging, the movable flags--or wings--which are fully opened, allow exhaust gas to enter
the enlarged nozzle area and pass through the turbine smoothly with little resistance. At the
beginning of full acceleration, the wings close fully, reducing the nozzle area through which
accelerated gas enters and strikes the turbine blades forcefully, gaining boost quickly. When
maximum boost is obtained, the movable wings begin to close gradually, until the vehicle
reaches a desired cruising velocity whereby the wings open fully. The nozzle area varies
continuously according to operating and load conditions. The turbo was installed just above the
automatic transmission unit; a 5-speed manual transmission was not offered. This engine was
only offered in Japan using the shortened sedan bodystyle, labeled as "2. The engine was used
for just one year, due to the introduction of the second generation Legend in with the much
larger C32A V6, and as such Wing Turbo sedans are extremely rare. The Legend Turbo can be
identified as sharing the front grille with the all new Honda Ascot with a "turbo" badge attached
to the grille on the bottom right hand side. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly

established luxury car division just for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising
slogan "Precision Crafted Automobiles", and the Acura Legend was offered with one factory
installed option, the choice of transmission used, and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the
Legend's full name used was "Legend Touring Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical to the
Japanese market V6Zi in terms of luxury equipment offered, but the same size as the V6Xi using
the same 2. The Technics supplied 80W four speaker cassette tape stereo offered the ability to
customize equalizer settings with four memory positions, and was equipped with a dual
diversity antenna, meaning it had a conventional power antenna and an embedded antenna in
the front window. One of the novelty items was a simple volume control rocker switch and a
pre-set radio station channel selector installed on the instrument binnacle within reach of the
right hand; the opposite side of the instrument binnacle had a button to open, tilt or close the
standard equipped glass moonroof with sun shade. Blue interior was shared with Japan and
North America, but brown was not offered in North America, and "Sand Gray" was offered
instead. Exterior colors were matched to only one interior color choice and leather was not
offered on either the steering wheel or upholstery, unusual for a luxury car of the time. The
Honda Legend was introduced for the model year and was virtually identical in equipment
offered and vehicle dimensions to the North American model, with one trim designation called
the V This means very few options were available other than the choice of transmission, and an
air conditioning system identical to the North American version. Front and rear mud flaps were
standard in undisclosed countries but not all. The radio volume control rocker switch and
preset radio scan button installed on the instrument binnacle was not offered. The Legend
Coupe was introduced February 6, , which shared the double wishbone suspension and
powertrain setup from the moderately improved sedan for the model year. Incidentally, the
Japanese coupe was both longer and wider, which increased its tax liability, yet it had a shorter
wheelbase by 2. October 14, saw a minor restyle offered for the interior and dashboard, to
provide a more luxurious appearance in comparison to the Nissan and Toyota uplevel sedans
the Legend was competing with. Due to the success Honda had with the Legend, it served as an
inspiration for the Subaru Legacy with which it shares many visual resemblances and
dimensions both inside and out. The Rover was not updated to the new platform, and instead
continued with the old XX platform. In Japan, this Legend was also known as the "Super
Legend" due to the much larger 3. The Type I engine was rated at PS This Legend benefited
from much of the research and testing done for Honda's new mid-engined high performance
sports car, the Honda NSX, and the Legend was used as a test platform for new NSX
technologies and research. Honda introduced a passenger side airbag on this model, and used
off-set collision testing to improve collision performance and safety. Trim level designations
were changed to "Alpha" for the top level vehicle, and "Beta" for the lower grade. No other trim
levels were offered. The rear end appearance of the sedan was adopted from the first generation
Legend coupe, as the first generation sedans appearance was very similar to the first
generation Subaru Legacy, and Honda wanted to visually align the appearance of both the
Legend coupe and sedan with the Ferrari competitor Honda NSX. The customer base served by
the slightly smaller first generation Legend was now offered the completely revised CB5 series
Honda Vigor and Honda Inspire sold at different Japanese Honda retail sales locations Honda
Clio and Honda Verno. The Japanese Domestic Market version of the Legend 2nd generation
was the second vehicle offered with a navigation system called the Electro Gyrocator first being
the Honda Accord , although it was not satellite-based and instead relied on a gas gyroscope.
September 29, saw an upgrade to the "Alpha" trim level, called the Touring Series, which added
the Honda Progressive Damper suspension system, and included upgraded calipers for the
front and rear disc brakes, and increased the wheel size to 16 inches. A Luxman premium sound
system was added to the options list. The prefectural police department of Aomori used "Beta"
sedans with the Type II engine for traffic monitoring. The second-generation Legend was also
manufactured by Daewoo in South Korea from to under the name of Daewoo Arcadia, for the
southeast Asian market, replacing the Daewoo Imperial. The third generation Legend appeared
October 26, , continuing the Honda tradition of front wheel drive, and increasing the engine
displacement to 3. The actual Honda internal platform code for this vehicle is E-KA9. In an
attempt by Honda to dispute the call for the Legend to be offered with a V8 to be considered a
premium level luxury car, this generation had a wheelbase that compared to the Infiniti Q45 at 2,
mm The Legend also had very similar dimensions to the front wheel drive, V8 sedan Mitsubishi
Proudia which was sold only in Japan and was discontinued after three years and only vehicles
produced. The Proudia was 5, mm The trim level "Exclusive" returned as the upper level car,
with the standard grade vehicle known as "Euro", with the more performance tuned suspension.
The wood trim used was more upscale for the "Exclusive" vehicle with a lower grade wood used
on the "Euro". Both vehicles were very well equipped. The Luxman premium sound system was

still available. The styling was said to more closely resemble Mercedes-Benz and a transponder
key security system was offered. September 21, saw a minor styling change, with the front grille
cutting into the front bumper, providing a more prominent front grille. Emphasis was increased
on providing a luxurious sense of style, both inside and out. Side impact airbags now
complemented the dual front airbags as standard equipment. September 24, saw the engine
meet emissions regulations to comply with California LEV requirements. June 19, saw the
interior updated, and maple wood was offered for interior decoration. Electro-luminescent
instruments were offered, as well as a higher grade of leather interior. The third-generation
Legend was released in , and the third-generation model was offered as a sedan only. A
mid-term facelift came in The Legend went on sale in Australia starting with the model year. In
the USA market, when the Legend coupe was discontinued, they were offered the Acura CL 2
door coupe that was based on the American market Honda Accord coupe so as to continue
offering a top level 2 door vehicle. In , the replacement for the Acura Legend was introduced as
the Acura 3. Acura also named the rest of its line with such alpha numerics as the 2. Acura
believed that no one would know what a "3. Parenthetically, by the time the Acura 3. The very
first Acura 3. The Acura 3. The automotive world had been expecting a true competitor to the
Lexus LS to emerge. The 3. The main problems holding back the car seemed to be the lack of an
option of a V8 powerplant and rear-wheel drive. The engine provided hp later hp. Of particular
note, in the 3. This meant that the center-line of the V6 was mounted in-line with the car's axis,
and not transversely i. In , the 3. The suspension and chassis were stiffened, and new alloy
wheels were offered. For safety, driver and front passenger side airbags were added. In , a
larger navigation system screen was added. Along with that larger screen was the conversion to
easy-to-replace DVD map databases. In , another subtle change was given to the 3. The and
RL's received clear turn signals in the rear lights, another new wheel design, as well as various
interior upgrades including new color schemes. For , the navigation system came as standard
as well as a redesigned center console and chrome door lock pulls. Absent a major redesign in
8 years, however, the 3. Acura and dealers both provided generous incentives on the final
models. The â€” 3. This 3. The RL was also the last Acura to use the numeric designator i. The
swoopier, shorter fourth-generation Honda Legend was launched on October 7, and became
Japan's Car of the Year for â€”5, marking the fourth time in five years that Honda has taken the
award. Its reduced dimensions over the third generation model seem to suggest a return to
what made the Legend so popular with the first generation, being a top level sedan that offered
something different from its competitors. The model marks the 25 year anniversary of Honda
Legend production. Select-Shift was introduced on the 5 speed automatic transmission. The
newly designed J35A 3. In a move going back to the many "firsts" introduced by the popular for
its time first generation Legend, the horsepower no longer complied with Japanese auto
industry self imposed horsepower restrictions [1] , and the engine was the first in Japan
installed in a passenger vehicle sold commercially without electronic horsepower restrictions.
The engine is capable of PS, despite the fact that the engine was still a V6 and not a larger V8.
Perhaps to accommodate the all wheel drive setup, the engine was reoriented from a
longitudnal installation used since , to a transvers installation, which was the original
orientation of the first generation model. Plans to introduce the Acura brand in Japan haven't
been formally announced, relying on speculation. September 15, saw a mild body restyle, which
included a rear backup camera. The Akita and Kumamoto Prefectures adopted this Legend as
the official car for local senior government officials. The LKAS could actually make small
steering adjustments to keep a car in lane so long as the radius of the turn was more than
meters, which was the legal minimum in Japan. The LKAS would relinquish control at the
slightest steering input so the driver had control at all times. Intelligent Night Vision with the
world's first pedestrian detection feature, and a standard pop-up hood for pedestrian safety.
The infrared cameras do not require a light source, and the software is able to detect human like
figures, surround the image with a red box and give audible caution tones. The pop-up hood
uses a series of sensors that can detect a pedestrian-like object being thrown onto the hood. All
markets feature energy absorbing hood and fender supports and deformable windshield wiper
pivots to minimize pedestrian injury. In October , it is reported that Brake Defect from Honda
Honda Legend were delivered to customers before the problem is discovered. The U. Honda
outfit says it will replace the faulty seal and, if leaking has occurred, the brake booster will be
replaced as well. Honda told that no stop-sale is issued. A new generation car, known internally
as "KB1", was launched in late for the model year. It integrates active differentials with the
all-wheel drive system and traction control to improve handling, similar to the "ATTS" system
featured on the Honda Prelude SH. At the time of its introduction, the Acura RL's SH-AWD was
unique among all wheel drive systems because not only could it vary traction from front to
back, but also side to side in rear using a technique called torque vectoring, becoming the first

such system. As the car speeds around a curve, torque vectored to the outside rear wheel will
pull the rear end around the curve faster, just as paddling the outside oar of a row boat faster
than the inside oar will cause the row boat to turn. To give the car a more sporty feel, the car
features drive-by-wire throttle control and a five-speed sequential sport shifting automatic
transmission with shift paddles mounted on the steering wheel. A first for the RL is the use of
aluminum 4-piston front brake calipers over These multi-piston calipers are extremely rigid, and
are derived from racing applications. In the rear, New features found on the RL include an
keyless entry system which allows the driver to both lock and unlock the car by touching the
door handle, without having to use the remote control, and a keyless start system. Bose
AudioPilot is a noise compensation technology which analyzes background environmental
cabin noise, uses an algorithm based on cabin acoustics to boost certain portions of the
musical signal so that it may be heard more clearly above environmental sound "clutter"
without any apparent change in volume. Always on, whether the stereo is on or not, ANC takes
input from two microphones placed in the cabin to analyze drivetrain related low end
frequencies entering the cabin. The ANC sends information to the sound system to create
precisely shaped and timed reverse phased audio signal from the door speakers and the
subwoofer. The result is a dramatic reduction of engine and exhaust noise. XM Satellite Radio ,
integrated Bluetooth hands-free technology for wireless phone use, voice recognition
technology with over voice commands to control navigation system and displays, wireless
phone, audio system, heating and ventilation controls round out the cabin's technological
features. Heating and air conditioning systems were also tied into a solar sensor and GPS
positioning so that cabin temperature would stay constant in a mixed sun and shade situation.
Based on sun position and cabin orientation, additional cooling air would be automatically
added to the sunny side of the car to keep that occupant comfortable while not freezing out the
occupant on the shady side. Unlike many in-car navigation systems, the Alpine DVD based
navigation unit allows the driver to change destinations and routes "on the fly" while driving,
rather than being locked out unless the car is park. The deeply integrated voice recognition
system works with the navigation system and can also recognize city and street names. Also
unique at the time was two way communication via AcuraLink satellite communication. Using a
facility of XM Radio service, the system can send a variety of messages to the car including
service appointment reminders appointments first made via Internet or important messages
such as recall notices. The use of OnStar is carried over from the previous generation RL. Other
new features include the Active Front Lighting System , in which the high intensity discharge
headlamps swivel with the steering up to twenty degrees, offering improved night cornering
vision. Light emitting diodes LED replace traditional incandescent lighting is used for many rear
tail and brake as well as in the side mirror housing integrated turn signals, and many interior
cabin lights. The RL was also the first Honda vehicle to use the Advanced Compatibility
Engineering ACE body structure, which is now proliferating throughout every newly-introduced
Honda and Acura vehicle design. The ACE structure features extensive use of high-tensile steel
and lightweight aluminum components in a front-mounted polygonal main frame, designed
engage vehicles of differing size and weight in a frontal collision and spread the forces through
multiple structural pathways, while preventing or minimizing cabin deformation. In practical
terms, this means in an SUV versus ACE structure car collision, there is a greater chance that
the ACE body structure will engage with the SUV's frame and dissipate collision forces around
the passenger compartment. In more conventional non-ACE car structures, the SUV frame has a
much greater chance of missing or over-riding the conventional car's major structural
components and a greater chance of deforming the passenger compartment. The RL car
structure features extensive use of somewhat "exotic" materials for a car at this price point
including aluminum alloy hood, front fenders, trunk lid and frame, front and rear subframes,
suspension arms, front knuckles and bumper beams. Magnesium is used in the intake manifold,
and the two-piece center drive shaft is made of a carbon reinforced composite. The new RL
features extensive aerodynamic design treatment including details such an industry first flush
side glass, as well underbody covers and diffusers to reduce lift, resulting in a very low drag
coefficient of 0. The previously standard color-matched mud guards were deleted in All models
had a slight change to the navigation system that also allowed the installation of an optional
rearview camera. Technology Package cars were essentially the same as the and standard
models, coming with Navigation, AFS, while also adding as standard equipment, a rear backup
camera and a 3. As noted above mp3 audio player feature really any device with a 3. An
integrated rearview camera was added to the top two trim levels. An integrated rearview camera
could be added to the non-navigation Base model as a dealer installed option. The Base model
optional rearview camera installed in the same manner and position as on the models, being
mounted dead center of the trunk trim, and having a new trunk release button installed to the

right of center passenger side. In and , all models came standard with "genuine curly maple
wood dashboard trim". OnStar was deleted as a feature from all trim levels. Colors were added
and deleted. The package consisted of two performance upgrades, which were dealer installed,
and several appearance package upgrades. The A-Spec sport suspension changed out the four
springs and dampers shocks assemblies. The A-Spec suspension featured lowering springs
approximately 0. The ride stiffness increased, but not overly so, and handling improved with
less body roll, more controlled cornering and enhanced feel. Reportedly the suspension
stiffness was not to same level as the much stiffer A-Spec sport suspension upgrade in the
Acura TL, in keeping with the two different missions of the cars, luxury for the RL, luxury sport
for the TL. The other performance upgrade was the A-Spec 18x8 inch alloy wheels, a 10 spoke
lighter weight design about the same weight as the 5 spoke 17x8 inch OEM wheels. The A-Spec
appearance package consisted of a front air dam, side skirts, rear bumper air diffuser and a
subtle trunk decklid lip style spoiler, all designed to give the car a more aggressive "aero" look.
The parts came pre-painted from the factory to match factory colors. All parts were dealer
installable. A-Spec options were not offered for the mid model change. There is a widely held
belief that the A-Spec suspension should have been the standard suspension on the Acura RL,
and that the stock suspension was too soft, and hampered the very capable chassis and
drivetrain. More aggressive "aero" look body work was also incorporated as standard, but a
revised trunk decklid spoiler was made available as a dealer installed option. The revised sedan
was released on July 1, to dealerships. The engine is upgraded to 3. While on paper, the engine
may seem to be the same unit as shared with the Acura MDX , it is actually a variant that
introduces for the first time ever on a SOHC Honda V6 , an implementation of the Honda VTEC
variable valve train technology on the exhaust side for improved horsepower and torque.
Implementation of the SH-AWD was adjusted for earlier intervention and a greater rear wheel
bias for better handling dynamics. The MMC RL suspension was upgraded with higher rate coil
springs, larger diameter anti-sway bars and stiffer bushings all around. Unlike the previous
years â€” , there is no A-Spec offering, which included a body kit, suspension, wheels and
badging. Changes to the interior include more comfortable front seats and slightly increased
rear leg room. The passenger front seat now has the same full way power control as the driver's
seat and both front seats feature active head restraint systems and six levels of cooling
ventilation, as well as heated surfaces. Controls for heating and air-conditioning have been
simplified and additional individual vent control is available to driver and passenger. The shift
gear no longer has a gated sequence, but goes straight down to match the new ones used for
the current Acura TSX and Acura TL. The steering wheel and shift gear top are now trimmed
with wood to emphasize the RL's upscale luxury feel over its other two sedan siblings.
Additional insulation, improved acoustic isolation windshield design, and a new implementation
of the active noise cancellation system ANC combine to make the car's interior more quiet over
a variety of different conditions. Whereas the pre-MMC models ANC was set to cancel out low
frequency boominess from the engine and exhaust, the MMC system, called Active Sound
Control, has been extended in range to cancel some higher frequency road and tire noise as
well. Unlike its predecessor ANC, Active Sound Control is now linked to throttle position and
engine rpm to provide a more quiet cockpit during normal cruising, but will allow more of the
new "3. The new microphone system provides more accurate system "understanding" of the
driver voice only when the systems are in command mode. Extraneous sounds, such as other
voices in the cabin and wind noise are better distinguished and filtered out by the dual
microphone system. Directionality is removed when an HFL voice call is established so that all
passengers may participate in the phone call as in the pre-MMC model. The new dual
microphone system uses real estate that was previously used in the and models for OnStar
control electronics. Voice recognition commands have been increased to over , [21] up from
[22] previously. The DVD based navigation system improves on previous XM satellite linked
traffic flow reporting to include rerouting based on current traffic conditions and new
continuously updated real time weather reporting. The DVD Audio capable 10 speaker sound
system remains, but integration with the audio system is improved with the addition of
Bluetooth stereo and a USB port that allows integration and operation of Apple iPod and other
MP3 type devices. Also new is the ability to display iPod or other MP3 device such as a USB
flash memory device folder and playlist information on the car's 8-inch central navigation
display screen. New shifter and center console arrangements have been added including a
Sport mode. The steering wheel paddle shifters have been reprogrammed for faster response,
and the paddle shifters can now be operated in both Drive and Sport Mode. In pre-MMC models,
the gear selector had to be put in manual mode for the paddle shifters to operate. The RL is
slightly longer in its exterior dimensions by 2. One of the most controversial features of the RL
may be its "Power Plenum" grill design, the first of three similar designs that have been recently

revealed in the new-second generation Acura TSX , and the fourth-generation Acura TL. Curb
weights have increased. The Acura RL continues with few changes, in the US market from the
model, as indicated on the current Acura. The Acura RL appears to be set for production with
some additional features, according to the Summer Acura Style magazine, a limited distribution
publication for Acura owners, and later confirmed by the popular Honda and Acura product
website "Temple of VTEC". The six-speed automatic transmission, which was first introduced
on the Acura ZDX, is a genuinely new feature. Power folding mirrors have been available, in
other than the North American market, since the introduction in Japan. A host of other features
have also been available since the car's introduction in , some of which are detailed in the
Safety section below. A new technology is also introduced, a noise reducing wheel mechanism.
The RL is fitted with Helmholtz resonators in the wheels a "world's first" for a passenger
vehicle. These chambers sit in the center portion of the inside of the wheel and help diminish
road noise, which results in a quieter cabin. This appears to be a conventional alloy wheel
modified to incorporate an internal noise reduction device. A diagram shows an elastomer type
ring with multiple hollow chambers surrounding the center line of the wheel circumference. This
device is supposed to dampen noise generated by rough road surfaces such as highway
seams, making the cabin a more silent. The device has been coined as "Noise reducing", an
noise reduction system for the wheel mechanism which works by resonance absorption.
Unconfirmed by Temple of VTEC, but discussed in the Acura Style magazine as additional
revisions are a "next-generation grill design", "dramatic inch wheels", "revised lower rear
bumper detailing" and a "newly available Light Orchid Interior". The car also garnered an CNET.
While critically acclaimed, sales have not met expectations. Enthusiasts and dealers said that
the RL was not competitive because it is smaller, uses front-wheel drive, and lacks a V8 option,
compared to its larger rivals in the mid-luxury segment that are rear-wheel drive and have a V8
available. Some have suggested that the initial price of the RL is perceived to be out of its
bracket. As the new RL offered more features and performance than the base version of its
luxury competition's i. At the RL's price point, most consumers expected a V8, furthermore they
did not perceive Acura as being on par with its German rivals and expected more value from the
Japanese marque. The damage from Honda Japan's alleged hubris was done, perhaps giving
the RL an unfavorable impression that could not be removed, even though Honda Canada has
since reduced the RL's price. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start
a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. Front-engine, front-wheel drive layout. Sedan: Sedan Honda Accord Honda Vigor
Rover Acura Legend Daewoo Arcadia. Mid-engine, front-wheel drive layout. Coupe:
Front-engine, four-wheel drive layout. Acura Navigation System with Voice Recognition.
Rearview camera. XM Satellite Radio. Keyless Access System. RL Exterior Colors [31].
Corporate website. A division of the Honda Motor Company. First-generation cars ran from to ,
and sported a 2. Second-generation cars ran from to , and had larger, 3. Mention any minor
facelifts or major changes made to the vehicle here. Certain vehicles come in different trim
levels or body styles. Features and major options should be mentioned here. As seen on the
FuelEconomy. If there are hybrid versions of this vehicle manufactured, then please elaborate a
little bit on it here. If there are any features of this vehicle that sets it apart from other vehicles in
its class, then mention those unique attributes here. Please make sure to keep critiques in a
third-person point of view. If using criticisms from a reputable automotive source, then please
make sure to cite the quote. If the vehicle is sold in other markets worldwide, then this is the
section to mention that information. The first and second generation Legends had a propensity
for blown head gaskets if not maintained properly, commonly following issues with the cooling
system. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :.
Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Corporate
website. A division of the Honda Motor Company. It was the first flagship sedan sold under the
Acura nameplate, until being renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. In Japan, the Legend was only
offered at Honda Clio dealerships. The opportunity for Japanese manufacturers to export more
expensive models had arisen with the s voluntary export restraints, negotiated by the Japanese
government and U. When the Legend made its appearance into the market, rival companies in
Europe, Japan and North America took notice, and quickly introduced or revised current
products that could be compared to it. Toyota began development in with the F1 project, the
code name for a secret flagship sedan effort that became the Lexus LS, Nissan updated their
premium flagship the President initially introduced in , and in Lincoln took a new approach to
the venerable Continental offering for the first time a front wheel drive sedan with a V6 engine.
Honda introduced the model in Japan on October 22, to be their premier luxury model and in
North America in as the top of the line model for its then-new Acura lineup. Sedan models came
to the market first, powered by a hp kW 2. Sedans received the new engine for The Rover

Company had a long established reputation as a luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe,
demonstrated with the Rover P6, and Honda wanted to introduce a luxury car for both domestic
Japanese and the United States markets. The joint development produced the Legend and the
corresponding British version was the Rover series, of which only the top of the range version the Sterling - was sold in the United States in competition with the Legend. Rover also wanted
to return to the American market when they had reportedly sold only 1, cars in , and a brief
return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling. The Sterling name was used in France
instead of the Rover name. Sedan models had a coefficient of drag of 0. The combination of
relatively light weight, low belt-line, responsive engine, and double-wishbone suspension made
the Legend a driver's car that is still enjoyed by enthusiasts decades after the production of the
first generation car stopped. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly established
luxury car division just for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising slogan
"Precision Crafted Performance", and the Legend was offered with one factory installed option,
the choice of transmission used, and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the Legend's full
name used was "Legend Touring Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical in luxury content to
the Japanese market V6Zi, but was identical in size and the longer overall length of the top level
V6Xi to comply with United States crash standards, using the larger 2. The Technics supplied
80W four speaker cassette tape stereo offered four user programmable equalizer settings, and
was equipped with a dual diversity antenna, meaning it had a conventional extendable power
antenna and an embedded antenna in the rear window. One of the novelty items was a simple
volume control rocker switch and a pre-set radio station channel selector installed on the
instrument binnacle within reach of the right hand; the opposite side of the instrument binnacle
had a button to open, tilt or close the standard equipped glass moonroof with sun shade. Blue
interior was shared with Japan and North America, but brown was not offered in North America,
and "sand gray" was offered instead. Exterior colors were matched to only one interior color
choice and leather was not offered. Due to the success Honda had with the Legend, it served as
an inspiration for the Subaru Legacy with which it shares many visual resemblances and
dimensions both inside and out. There are also some appearance similarities with the Lincoln
Continental. In , the sedan received some minor tweaks, upgrading to the one-piece front
headlamps already in use in Japan since the introduction, a revised front bumper, trunk lid, tail
light cluster, and an upgraded double-wishbone rear suspension, with a new alloy wheel
appearance. By that time all Legends came equipped with a driver airbag and 4-wheel anti-lock
brakes. Other features such as power driver's seat memory for 3 positions were added.
High-end LS models featured a trip computer and electronic vehicle monitoring system in the
center console and a Bose sound system. It was also joined by the Acura Vigor which set the
stage for the larger second generation Legend introduced October For the model year, all
Legends came with body-colored side mirrors. LS model coupes also received a trunk-mounted
lip spoiler. All LS models featured burlwood interior trim. Production of the first generation
models ended in as a second generation version became available for the model year. Both cars
share the 2. The core structure and chassis design is also common to both cars, however the
Rover version has its own exterior panelwork, interior and electrical systems. The Rover was
also offered with a 2. In Japan only, Honda installed a turbocharger with variable geometry in
the Legend with the smaller 2. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. First Generation Honda introduced the model in Japan on October 22, to be their
premier luxury model and in North America in as the top of the line model for its then-new Acura
lineup. Categories :. Fan Feed 0 Ford Corsair. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It was the first flagship sedan sold under the Acura nameplate, until
being renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. In Japan, the Legend was only offered at Honda Clio
dealerships. The opportunity for Japanese manufacturers to export more expensive models had
arisen with the s voluntary export restraints, negotiated by the Japanese government and U.
Toyota began development in with the F1 project, the code name for a secret flagship sedan
effort that became the Lexus LS, Nissan updated their premium flagship the President initially
introduced in , and in Lincoln took a new approach to the venerable Continental offering for the
first time a front wheel drive sedan with a V6 engine. Honda introduced the model in Japan on
October 22, to be their premier luxury model and in North America in as the top of the line
model for its then-new Acura lineup. Sedan models came to the market first, powered by a hp
kW 2. Sedans received the new engine for The Rover Company had a long established
reputation as a luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated with the Rover P6,
and Honda wanted to introduce a luxury car for both domestic Japanese and the United States
markets. The joint development produced the Legend and the corresponding British version
was the Rover series, of which only the top of the range version - the Sterling - was sold in the
United States in competition with the Legend. Rover also wanted to return to the American

market when they had reportedly sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover SD1s
by offering the Sterling[2]. The Sterling name was used in France instead of the Rover name.
Sedan models had a coefficient of drag of 0. The combination of relatively light weight, low
belt-line, responsive engine, and double-wishbone suspension made the Legend a driver's car
that is still enjoyed by enthusiasts decades after the production of the first generation car
stopped. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly established luxury car division just
for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising slogan "Precision Crafted Performance",
and the Legend was offered with one factory installed option, the choice of transmission used,
and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the Legend's full name used was "Legend Touring
Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical in luxury content to the Japanese market V6Zi, but
was identical in size and the longer overall length of the top level V6Xi to comply with United
States crash standards, using the larger 2. The Technics supplied 80W four speaker cassette
tape stereo offered four user programmable equalizer settings, and was equipped with a dual
diversity antenna, meaning it had a conventional extendable power antenna and an embedded
antenna in the front window. One of the novelty items was a simple volume control rocker
switch and a pre-set radio station channel selector installed on the instrument binnacle within
reach of the right hand; the opposite side of the instrument binnacle had a button to open, tilt or
close the standard equipped glass moonroof with sun shade. Blue interior was shared with
Japan and North America, but brown was not offered in North America, and "sand gray" was
offered instead. Exterior colors were matched to only one interior color choice and leather was
not offered. Due to the success Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for the
Subaru Legacy with which it shares many visual resemblances and dimensions both inside and
out. There are also some appearance similarities with the Lincoln Continental. In , the sedan
received some minor tweaks, upgrading to the one-piece front headlamps already in use in
Japan since the introduction, a revised front bumper, trunk lid, tail light cluster, and an
upgraded double-wishbone rear suspension, with a new alloy wheel appearance. By that time all
Legends came equipped with a driver airbag and 4-wheel anti-lock brakes. Other features such
as power driver's sear memory for 3 positions were added. High-end LS models featured a trip
computer and electronic vehicle monitoring system in the center console and a Bose sound
system. It was also joined by the Acura Vigor which set the stage for the larger second
generation Legend introduced October For the model year, all Legends came with body-colored
side mirrors. LS model coupes also received a trunk-mounted lip spoiler. All LS models featured
burlwood interior trim. Production of the first generation models ended in as a second
generation version became available for the model year. Both cars share the 2. The core
structure and chassis design is also common to both cars, however the Rover version has its
own exterior panelwork, interior and electrical systems. The Rover was also offered with a 2.
Second generation units became available October 24, , now using a hp kW SOHC C32A engine
mated to either a standard 5-speed manual or an optional 4-speed automatic. The second
generation Legend was a larger, more streamlined-looking car drag coefficients were actually
higher at 0. The Legend offered a host of features seen on luxury cars of today including
speed-sensitive steering, hands-free telephone, automatic climate control, heated leather seats,
heated mirrors, 4-wheel ABS disc brakes, seat belt pretensioners and soft-close
vacuum-operated doors coupes only. The rear end appearance of the sedan was adopted from
the first generation Legend coupe, as the first generation sedans appearance was very similar
to the first generation Subaru Legacy, and Honda also wanted to visually align the appearance
of both the Legend coupe and sedan to the Acura NSX. The segment the Legend originally filled
was now being served by the Acura Vigor which allowed the Legend to position itself more
towards the rear drive Lexus LS and the Infiniti Q45 sedans. The higher-end LS cars added
climate control, a power 4-way passenger seat, burled walnut interior trim, and body colored
side moldings. The base sedan, 4DR STD transmission, was dropped, while a new GS sedan
became the new top-line variant, sporting the hp kW Type II engine, upgraded brakes from the
coupe, sport suspension from the coupe, a body colored version of the to grille, the same
standard 6-speed manual found on the coupes as well as the special 16" 5-spoke LS Coupe
wheels better known as GS Wheels. Also in , the LS version of the sedan lost the standard
manual transmission. It was only available with an automatic transmission. Added for was a
limited-production SE sedan. Essentially a Legend L with a two-tone paint scheme, pre 15"
7-spoke LS Coupe wheels, "Special Edition" floor mats, and automatic transmission. The Japan
Domestic Market version of the Legend second generation was the first vehicle offered with a
hp kW and navigation system, although it was not satellite-based and instead relied on a gas
gyroscope. The tooling and intellectual property rights of the second generation Legend were
licensed to Daewoo Motors of South Korea, where a clone of the Legend sedan, called the
Daewoo Arcadia, was produced from to During this period, Honda also held a small stake in

Daewoo Motors. The replacement for the Legend sedan is sold as the Acura RL in North
America, although Honda continues to sell it as the Legend in most other areas of the world.
The coupe also made Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for through This wiki. This wiki All
wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Sedan: Coupe: Corporate website. A
division of the Honda Motor Company. Along with the Integra , the Acura Legend was the other
of Acura 's earliest models ever manufactured in North America. It began as just a 4-door sedan
in , with a 2-door coupe joining the lineup in , along with the L and LS trim levels. During the
second-generation Acura Legend's first three years, it was available as a 2-door coupe L and LS
or a 4-door sedan base, L and LS , all of them with 3. No base coupe was sold as of this model
year. Standard for was a new passenger airbag on LS models, and cupholders were added to all
models. On October 1, , for the model year, the base sedan was replaced by a new GS sedan.
This model, with its 3. Understeer was a problem with high horsepower and front drive, so
Acura has made traction control part of the package along with sport suspension, dual-piston
front brake calipers and VR-rated tires. It was the only sedan offered in the United States with a
standard 6-speed manual transmission the optional 4-speed automatic was more often ordered.
A 5-speed manual transmission was standard on the L, with the automatic optional. The
automatic was standard on the LS. The Type II engine received its power advantage from more
aggressive valve timing and a different version of the 3-stage tuned intake system. The L sedan
had cloth upholstery standard, leather optional. The traction-control system on the GS used the
same wheel speed sensors as the ABS, combined with steering input and yaw angle to limit
throttle and maintain traction. On February 7, , a limited-time-only Special Edition SE sedan was
added to the Legend's lineup as a late model. This SE trim level included a CD player as
standard equipment. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It
was one of the first vehicles sold under the Acura nameplate, and was the top-spec sedan under
the Acura nameplate until being replaced in by the Acura RL officially badged as the Acura 3.
The 3. Honda introduced the model in in Japan to be their premier luxury model and in North
America as the range-topping model in its then-new Acura lineup. Sedans received the new
engine for Production of the first generation models ended in as a second generation version
became available. Sedan models had a coefficient of drag of. Technical highlights included a
valve V6 engine, variable length intake manifold, double-wishbone suspension, 4-wheel disc
brakes, air bag and an information system that could monitor maintenance intervals, fluid
levels, and fuel economy. In , the sedan received some minor tweaks with new one-piece front
headlamps, a new front bumper, a revised trunk lid, new tail lights, and new alloy wheels. Inside,
a revised dash and seat cloth patterns is also noticeable. By that time all Legends came
equipped with a driver airbag and 4-wheel anti-lock brakes. High end LS models featured a trip
computer and electronic vehicle monitoring system in the center console and a Bose sound
system. For the model year, all Legends received body-colored side mirrors. LS model coupes
also received a trunk-mounted lip spoiler. LS models received burlwood interior trim. The
second generation Legend was a larger, more streamlined-looking car drag coefficients were
actually higher at. The Legend offered a host of features seen on luxury cars of today including
speed-sensitive steering, hands-free telephone, automatic climate control, heated leather seats,
heated mirrors, 4-wheel ABS disc brakes, seat belt pretensioners and soft-close
vacuum-operated doors coupes only. The higher-end LS cars added climate control, a power
4-way passenger seat, burled walnut interior trim, and body colored side moldings. The Type-II
manual transmission coupe posted a quarter mile time of Also in , the LS version of the sedan
lost the standard manual transmission, it was only available with an automatic transmission
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. Added for was a limited-production SE sedan -- essentially a Legend L with a two-tone paint
scheme, pre 15" 7 spoke LS Coupe wheels, "Special Edition" floor mats, and automatic
transmission. The coupe also made Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for through From
Honda Wiki. International Herald Tribune. October 29 , Retrieved on Categories : Articles with
trivia sections from January Articles with invalid date parameter in template Acura vehicles s
automobiles s automobiles Coupes Flagship vehicles Front wheel drive vehicles Mid-size cars
Sedans. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read
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